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Witherspoon, David B. (M.S., Computer Science)
Semi-Automatic Discovery of Meaningful Ontology from a Relational Database
Thesis directed by Prof. Roger A. King
Many legacy relational databases are hidden behind business layers containing semantic in-
formation describing the data contained within the tables of the database. With the creation of
the Semantic Web some databases have been exposed utilizing this technology, but with a cost.
The process of exposing the database to the Semantic Web has not taken off because the manual
mapping of the database to the ontology is improbable at a large scale, it is a time intensive process,
and to create a domain ontology requires an Ontologist and/or domain expert. Many applications
and approaches have been presented over the years to help expose these legacy databases to the
Semantic Web. None of these solutions has become widely accepted because they translate all the
data to Resource Description Framework (RDF). This does not work with legacy databases since
other systems are still interacting with that data. In addition, systems that translate the data
from legacy database to RDF triples do not scale for large databases because a statement or RDF
triple is made for every cell within every table. Thus, the amount of information generated from a
legacy system that has terabytes of data grows too large to be store in a triple store. Other systems
generate an ontology that is a basic representation of the schema and lacking any type of hierarchy
or semantic meaning.
This thesis proposes an architecture that will semi-automatically extract a meaningful ontol-
ogy in a timely manner that can scale to handle large database and expose the database as virtual
RDF graph by mapping the extracted domain ontology to the database. This will be accomplish
by utilizing mapping rules that will evaluate the schema along with the data within the database
and utilize existing knowledge base, like DBpedia, in order to find similar ontology classes that
match the structure and data within the database. This hybrid approach to ontology extraction
and generation of a mapping between the database and extracted ontology does not require an
iv
Ontologist, manual mapping, or time intensive work to be done. In addition, the approach can be
applied at a larger scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Throughout the years, people have expressed the desire to create a global relational database
that all systems can use to share data between groups of systems. As people strive to enforce this
ideology of a single global relational database, it frequently fails for some of the following reasons:
• Political issues
• Restrictions in being able to alter the schema
• Who is going to have control of the global data and schema
• How components of the system can be used on other projects
• Defining the meaning of the tables, columns, and relationships
Seeking a solution to these problems leads to the use of ontologies, which can exist at the
domain, mid, and upper ontology levels. Utilizing ontologies lets you expose the data and def-
inition of the data in a way that multiple domain ontologies can be joined together to create a
new ontology. The resulting new ontology enables the development of a business layer against a
specific domain ontology that exposes a specific relational database, which becomes a very pow-
erful capability to have this separation. Therefore building new applications entails putting the
business layers together and creating ontology made up of the specific domain ontologies that you
are interested in without having to create a relational database designed specifically for the appli-
cation. Consequently, there is no need for a global database. Finally, the ontology gives you the
2ability to provide semantic meaning to the structure and instance data. Today’s systems store all
the semantic meaning of the data and relationships of the objects in the business logic and/or the
domain expert. The heart of the semantic web is the ability to represent the semantic meaning of
the data and relationships within domain ontology.
With all of these benefits of utilizing ontologies that we have covered, why has this technology
not gained wider acceptance? It has not taken off due to being a new technology since it has been
around since 2001 when Tim Berners-Lee proposed the idea of having a way for computers to be
able to interpret the meaning of data by processing machine-readable information and exposing
it as linked data. A significant limitation to this technology is the manual process required to
expose new and legacy relational databases to the semantic web in order to create the domain
ontology to represent that data source. The creation of domain ontologies requires a time intensive
manual process, domain expert, and Ontologist. Companies today do not want to invest the time,
resources, nor money to expose their legacy systems. The resulting return on investment (ROI) does
not justify this expense, when they already have working applications against the legacy databases.
Potential solutions to this issue have led to the development of manual and semi-automatic
tools for mapping relational databases to Resource Description Framework (RDF) to reduce this
time intensive process. Some of these tools will only translate the data within the relational database
to RDF triples; which has its own issues when it comes to dealing with legacy systems that still have
other applications updating and interacting with the data in the database. The Majority of these
solutions are either a manual and/or semi-automatic process of mapping the relational database
to RDF. Unfortunately, even the semi-automatic solutions only produce a mapping from the table
to an ontology class where the final extracted domain ontology looks exactly like the schema of
the database with little to no semantic meaning. Few systems will provide a user interface for an
Ontologist or domain expert to take the extracted mapping to the flat ontology and manually modify
it to reflect a more meaningful ontology. Unfortunately, some systems extract a virtual ontology
that cannot be used outside their system and therefore cannot be enhanced by an Ontologist.
3The focus of this research is on filling this gap by exposing a relational database as a virtual
RDF graph through semi-automatic discovery of a meaningful Web Ontology Language (OWL)2
ontology in a timely manner that can scale to handle large databases by utilizing rules and existing
knowledge bases like DBpedia. The extracted domain ontology contains a hierarchical taxonomy
and semantic meaning of the data and relationships, instead of just being a flat representation of
the database schema. The remainder of the thesis will consist of five chapters, starting out with
the second chapter that is an overview of Semantic Web technologies. The next chapter covered
in the thesis will cover the overall architecture of the application, followed by the mapping rules
that are applied to extract the domain ontology and D2RQ mapping, the use of a knowledge base
to align database concepts to ontology concepts, and ends with the execution of the application.
The fourth chapter will provide a discussion of the related work that has been done, followed by
a chapter on the evaluation of the application. The final two chapters consist of the conclusion of
the research and future work ideas that have been gathered from lessons learned in developing this
application.
Chapter 2
Semantic Web Overview
2.1 Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is simply a web of data described and linked in ways to establish context
or semantics that adhere to defined grammar and language constructs [23]. Current applications
store the semantic meaning of data within the program’s business logic or within the users own
knowledge, where instead the semantic web provides the ability to capture the semantic meaning
of data in a reusable and sharable form.
The Semantic Web treats information differently from traditional information systems like
databases. Databases assume a closed world where the absence of data or records indicates that
those cases do not exist. Therefore, if we do not have a statement that indicates that something is
true, then we can assume that it is false. The closed world assumption assumes that it is representing
complete world knowledge. In contrast, the Semantic Web has the open world assumption which
states that the truth of a statement is independent of whether it is known [23][40]. In other words,
just because we do not know if a statement is true does not imply that it is false.
Semantic Web has another assumption that is made in regard to the no unique names, which
states that unless explicitly stated otherwise you cannot assume that resources that are identified
by different URIs are actually different [23]. This is different from a relational database where
a unique id, like primary key, indicates the uniqueness of the object that it is referencing and if
another object shares the same unique id, then they are the same. In addition, if two objects have
different unique ids, then you can assume that they are indeed different. One advantage of the no
5unique names assumption is dealing with redundant and ambiguous data by being able to add new
assertions without altering the original information. For example after determining if two instances,
with different URIs, actually represent the same entity, in the Semantic Web we are able add new
assertions that these two instances are actually the same without updating or deleting the original
data.
2.2 RDF/RDFS/OWL
The fundamental way to express information in the Semantic Web is through triples, where
each triple is made up of a subject, predicate, and object. The subject represents an instance of
a concept within an ontology, or resource, and these concepts are always a class that is derived
from owl:Thing, which is the most generic class defined within the OWL ontology. The resource is
represented by an URI, which provides the ability to reference them locally or remotely. Predicates
are a property of the entity to which they are attached [40]. A person’s first name, last name, age,
cell number, and address are all examples of predicates or properties of an instance of the person
concept or class. Finally, the object of the triple can either be an entity that can be the subject in
other triples or a literal value or datatype [40]. The fundamental language that is used to describe
these triples is RDF. RDF Schema (RDFS) provides a specific vocabulary for RDF that can be
used to define taxonomies of classes, properties, and simple domain and range specifications for
properties [23]. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) provides an expressive language for defining
ontologies that capture the semantics of domain knowledge.
2.3 Ontology
An ontology uses a predefined, reserved vocabulary of terms to define concepts and the
relationships between them for a specific area of interest, or domain [23]. The vocabulary consists
of classes, which define the characteristics of a group of entities. The vocabulary also contains
properties, which define the types of relationships between a class and a class or between a class
and a literal. Properties in the Semantic Web are independent of a class, which is different from
6object-oriented system and relational databases where the properties are dependent on the type
of class. Therefore, properties have a domain and range restrictions, where the domain restriction
indicates what types of classes can be used as the subject with this property in a RDF Triple. Where
the range restriction indicates what the object’s type, either class or literal, can be within the RDF
triple. If a property does not have domain or range restrictions, then any class can be the subject
of the triple and any class or literal can be the object. This openness allows the generalization
of properties and their reuse across multiple classes. For example, the ontology could have the
property “hasName”, which could be used on the person, vehicle, boat, building, or organization
class without having to define a specific name property for each class.
2.4 Linked Data
All of these capabilities working together provide the ability to express structured data as a
graph of linked data with a knowledge model. With the data represented as a linked graph, the
user is able to utilize a Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) to ask interesting questions
against the RDF graph and get the results back as RDF triples. Now that we have the ability of
representing a single structured data source as linked data, we can expose more data sources and
link between the graphs. Now exposing multiple linked graphs together provides the ability to ask
even more interesting questions and get a complete picture of what is going on between all of the
data sources. For example, we linked together data sources that contain your dentist records from
every dentist office you have visited, hospital records from every hospital that you have visited,
physician records, and data from any pharmacy that you have attended. With all of this data
linked together, a doctor would be able to get a complete picture of your medical history without
manually pulling them together or for you to manage them yourself. This has led to the Linking
Open Data, a W3C SWEO community project1 , in which DBpedia is one of the linked datasets
that has been linked together. The system will be utilizing DBpedia as an existing knowledge base
and that will be explained in a later chapter.
1 http://www.w3.org/wiki/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData
72.5 JENA
In order to expose the structured database as linked data, the system needs a Semantic Web
framework to build some of the components. In this case, Jena is a Semantic Web framework
for Java that provides the necessary capabilities to create the Semantic Web application. The
framework includes an API for working with RDF, OWL, and OWL2, provides a SPARQL engine,
and a triple store. The application built for this thesis utilizes the Jena API to create and write out
the extracted domain ontology and D2RQ mapping assertions. While domain ontology and D2RQ
mapping assertions are being created, they are being stored in Jena’s in-memory triple store and
when completed will be written out to a specified location. More details about the application will
be explained in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Application
3.1 Architecture
The focus of this thesis is on providing the capability of semi-automatically extracting mean-
ingful OWL2 domain ontology from an existing relational database and exposing the database as
a virtual RDF graph using D2RQ mapping and server. In addition, the application will not only
extract the ontology and mapping, but will do it in a reasonable amount of time that can scale to
handle large enterprise databases. In the process of coming up with the architecture presented in
Figure 3.1, we researched the existing systems and approaches that people have taken in attempt-
ing to handle the process of extracting ontologies, translating database records into a RDF model,
and exposing a non-RDF data source as a virtual RDF graph by mapping the data source to an
ontology.
As we stated above many systems and tools have provided a way to extract a very simple
(table to class and column to predicate) ontology; then allow the user (typically needing to be an
Ontologist or domain expert) to re-work the extracted ontology to have it represent true concepts
and not just reflect the schema of the database. Some systems have a virtual domain ontology
that they map to and the users are unable to augment it. The system developed under this thesis
will focus on producing an ontology that contains a hierarchical taxonomy and utilizing existing
ontologies where they are relevant. In order to prove that the extracted ontology is useful, the
system will also automatically extract the D2RQ Mapping triples that define the relationships
between the database and the extracted domain ontology. These two components working together
9Figure 3.1: Application Architecture
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with the D2R-Server and D2RQ-Engine will allow the user to ask SPARQL queries related to the
extracted ontology and get the results in RDF form.
The flow of the application can be seen in the architecture shown in Figure 3.1. The appli-
cation first receives the connection information to the database that the user wants to extract the
ontology from and expose as a virtual RDF graph; using this information the system connects to
the database and extracts out the metadata (schema) information. Once the metadata is extracted,
this information along with the actual data within the tables will be used by two components of
the Ontology Extractor to build the domain ontology and D2RQ Mapping triples in Jena triple
stores. One of the components is the Mapping Rules component, which contains a collection of
rules in order to define classes, data type and object properties, domain, range, cardinality, and
other restrictions within the extracted domain ontology. These rules are a compilation of rules we
have gathered from my research; some of the rules will be new rules that have not been addressed,
extended, and/or augmented due to the assumptions or lack of coverage. The other component
is the Ontology Retrieval, which utilizes existing knowledge bases to align the database tables to
existing ontological concepts within its domain ontology. Once both of these components are done
evaluating the schema and data within the database, an extracted domain ontology and D2RQ
Mapping triples are published to the locations provided in the data source information. The ex-
tracted domain ontology will be published to a web application that provides the ability for other
applications to view or download it. The D2RQ Mapping file will be published to the D2RQ-Engine
that will use this mapping file to interact with the published domain ontology within the web ap-
plication and processing of SPARQL request from the D2R-Server. With all of this completed we
have a non-RDF database that is now exposed as Linked Data, where clients can ask SPARQL
questions in terms of the extracted domain ontology and receive RDF triples back to the client as
the answer.
In the research, there is no one system that provides the coverage this system does in regards
to these mapping rules and none of the systems that utilize a mapping rule strategy uses D2RQ
Mapping ontology to implement them. Finally, none of the systems that we found in the research
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produced a domain ontology using OWL2 that contains a hierarchical taxonomy.
3.2 MappingRules
3.2.1 Mapping Database Columns
The application performs a common task across all mapping rules defined below where newly
created object and datatype properties have their domain and range values specified. The property’s
domain specifies the type of individuals who can be the subject of the statement using this property
and the property’s range specifies the type of individuals who can be the object of the statement
using this property [23]. By defining the properties in this manner, it provides more semantic
meaning on when it is appropriate to use this property by comparing the domain with the subject
and the range with the object.
3.2.1.1 Mapping Basic Columns
A majority of the columns in the database tables are not primary keys or foreign keys; they are
just a column that has a data type associated with it. The data types that define a column specify
what values can be stored in that column for each row of the table. This concept is very similar
to the datatype property concept within Web Ontology Language (OWL). Since OWL does not
have a definition for the literal value types, it uses the XML Schema Definition (XSD) namespace
containing definitions for the different data types. The application uses mappings between the
database and XSD data types in order to assign the correct range type for each of the datatype
properties that represent a column from the table. Table 3.1 represents the mapping between
the database and XSD data types. The following example demonstrates how the application will
process columns that are not primary or foreign keys and create the datatype property with the
correct domain and range. Figure 3.2 contains the Products table that contains a single primary
key and many columns with different data types. Based off the mapping between the database
and XSD data types, the application will evaluate the products table and produce the following
12
Table 3.1: SQL to XML Schema Data Type Mapping
SQL Data Type XML Schema Data Type
BigInt Long
Boolean Boolean
Char
StringLongVarChar
VarChar
Date Date
Decimal
Decimal
Numeric
Double Double
TinyInt
Int
Integer
Float
Float
Real
SmallInt Short
Timestamp DateTime
Figure 3.2: Products Table
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assertions within the extracted domain ontology as presented in Figure 3.3. In evaluating this table
as a simple example, the focus is on the datatype properties rather than the object properties.
As we can see, there is a one-to-one correlation between a column and its type with a datatype
property and its XSD type.
Figure 3.3: Products Assertions
3.2.1.2 Primary Key Constraint Mapping
The primary key constraint uniquely identifies each record within a database table. In order
to accomplish the same constraint in the ontology the system will look at other properties than
the datatype property. There are two specific properties the system will consider when mapping
the primary key concept to a predicate in the ontology. They are functional and inverse function
properties.
A functional property can associate only a single unique value with a particular individual
[23][2]. Another way to describe a functional property, the subject uniquely identifies the object;
therefore, not anyone subject can have multiple values for the object. In this generic example
below, it demonstrates the uniqueness of the range values of the predicate:
P rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty .
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X P A .
X P B .
Then we can conclude from the definition above that:
A owl:sameAs B .
For a concrete example, we can look at the functional property hasBiologicalFather. The
definition of this property states that a person can only have one biological father, but multiple
people can have the same biological father. Therefore if we had the following assertions:
fam:hasBiologicalFather rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty .
us:SamSmith rdf:type foaf:Person .
us:BillSmith rdf:type foaf:Person .
us:WilliamSmith rdf:type foaf:Person .
us:SamSmith fam:hasBiologicalFather us:BillSmith .
us:SamSmith fam:hasBiologicalFather us:WilliamSmith .
Then it can be inferred that: us:BillSmith owl:sameAs us: WilliamSmith . We are concluding
that the two objects BillSmith and WilliamSmith are the same person because the subjects of the
assertions are the same and the property is a functional property.
An Inverse Functional Property does the exact opposite that the functional property does.
In statements or RDF triples where the predicate is an inverse functional property, the object
uniquely identifies the subject. The generic representation and inferencing that we can conclude
for the assertions is as follows:
P rdf:type owl:InverseFunctionalProperty .
A P X
B P X
Then we can infer:
A owl:sameAs B
As you can see this time if there are two individuals with same object value, then we can
conclude that those two individuals are the same. An example of inverse functional property would
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be the predicate Social Security Number (SSN) and let us assume that no two people can have the
same SSN. If we have two statements using this predicate where they both have the same value
for the object (same SSN number), then it can be inferred that they are indeed the same person.
Even though the predicate has a range that is a string and that is the definition of a datatype
property, OWL 2 and OWL Full allows us to specify a datatype property as inverse functional
property allowing the ability to identify, as in this case, a string as a unique value.
From both of these definitions, you can see that this will help in defining the predicates that
will represent the primary key(s) within the extracted ontology. Presented later in the related work
section, many papers do not apply the two properties defined above appropriately when mapping
the primary key. According to the definitions above and [2] the predicate that represents the
primary key should have both inverse functional property and functional property as its type. For
example, we have an orders table with a primary key of OrderID as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Orders Table
The predicate OrderID will be both inverse functional property and functional property.
Since we want there to be exactly one OrderID for each orders and exactly one order per OrderID
[2]; it will also be a datatype property due to the fact that the range (object that it describes) is of
type xsd:int. In addition, we set the cardinality to be one in order to make sure that an instance
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of the orders class has exactly one OrderID predicate. Figure 3.5 presents the resulting ontology
structure of the orders class and OrderID predicate.
Figure 3.5: Orders Class in Ontology
Also in Figure 3.5, there is another statement besides the statement containing the predicate
rdf:domain between orders has OrderID property and the orders class. This other statement is
going from the orders class to the orders has OrderID property and is the owl:hasKeys property.
OWL 2 introduces the concept of keys by including the property of owl:hasKey, which is similar to
inverse functional property in that it describes a relationship between individuals and properties
such that the values of the properties uniquely identify the individual [23]. The keys concept is
different in the fact that the subject of the statement is the class that represents the table and the
object(s) are the properties that represent the primary key column(s). With the key concept, we
are now able to uniquely identify an individual of a specific class by the set of properties and their
values as a group. For example, if a table were to have many columns as part of the primary key,
then we would see multiple owl:hasKey properties linking each of those column properties to the
specific table class as demonstrated in Figure 3.6.
3.2.1.3 Foreign Key Constraint Mapping
The foreign key constraint within a database table allow the ability to create relationships
between different tables by the foreign key identifying column(s) in the foreign table that matches
the primary key column(s) within another table. This concept allows the ability to link row or
data, also called a tuple, from different tables together, which is the essential part of database
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Figure 3.6: Class with Multiple Key Properties
normalization. Foreign keys provide the ability to design a database and relationships between the
tables to represent a one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. We will cover the impact of these
different type of relationships have on building the D2RQ mapping and the extracted ontology. We
will cover the simplest understanding of a foreign key relationship here and that is the idea that it
relates two rows of data from different columns together. The equivalent concept in the semantic
web is the object property.
The object property represented in OWL as owl:ObjectProperty is the relationship between
individuals [23]. Alternatively, it is that a statement consists of a resource as a subject, a predicate,
and an object. The predicate will be an object property if the object is another resource and the
predicate will be a datatype property if the object is a literal. Therefore, since a foreign key
constraint is creating a relationship between two objects, then we use an object property to define
it in the ontology.
When the application is defining the object property, it will set the domain to be the table
that the foreign key is in and the range as the table that the relationship is referencing. For each
object property that the system creates, it will also create an inverse object property with the
domain set to the table that the relationship is referencing and the range to be the table the foreign
key is in. After both of the object properties have been created the system will add the assertion
that states that these object properties are owl:inverseOf each other; this will complete the binary
relationship between the two tables. Looking at a simple example, we can see in Figure 3.7 that
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the orders table has three foreign keys to customers, employee, and shippers tables, where Figure
3.8 represents the resulting ontology structure produced by the application.
3.2.2 Mapping Database Relationships
In order to extract a more realistic domain ontology, the system needs to start by examining
the relationships between tables within the database. The system will examine the degree (unary
or binary) and multiplicity (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many) of relationships within the
database. The degree of a relationship reflects the number of participating entity types or tables
and the multiplicity of a relationship describes the number of instances or tuples of an entity type
that are related. This is the first place the system can begin to extract semantic meaning from the
database is based off the relationships and the data within the tables.
3.2.2.1 One-to-One Unary Relationship
One of the simplest cases the system will look at extracting the domain ontology and the
D2RQ mapping between the tables and the extracted ontology is unary one-to-one relationship. In
Figure 3.9, the system can see the relational database definition of the person table, which shows
that the primary key for the table is the PersonId column and the foreign key is the Spouse column.
The Spouse column represents a one-to-one unary relationship to the Person table. The Person
table will represent a person class within the extracted domain ontology with the assertion using the
owl:hasKey to associate the person has PersonId to the class. The person has PersonId datatype
property represents the PersonId in the person table with the domain of person class and range of
xsd:int. Using the logic that we described in the mapping basic columns above the application can
extract the person has Name and person has Hobby datatype properties for the Name and Hobby
columns. The final column the system needs to evaluate is the extraction of the ontology concepts
from the Spouse column. Since this column is a foreign key, we know from previous sections this
will be an object property since this is a relationship between instances. More precisely, the system
can extract that this is an owl:SymmetricProperty because this is both a 1:1 unary relationship.
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Figure 3.7: Orders with Foreign Key Relationships
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Figure 3.8: Orders Foreign Keys as Object Properties
Figure 3.9: Person Table
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Therefore, we know that the semantic meaning of this person has Spouse property indicates that
PersonA has spouse PersonB and PersonB has spouse PersonA, which means that this property
is its own inverse. With all of this information, the system will set the domain and range of this
property to the person class; Figure 3.10 shows the assertions in a graph and the RDF assertions
that define the person has Spouse symmetric property. Once the application has the class and all
of its columns represented as assertions in the extracted domain ontology, the application will need
to create the D2RQ Mapping between the database table and columns to the class and properties.
Figure 3.10: Person Class in Ontology
Now that we have the class and properties extracted from the table and column, we need to
create the d2rq:ClassMap and d2rq:PropertyBridges. Figure 3.11 contains a collection of assertions
to define the d2rq:ClassMap and its purpose is to link the person table to the extracted per-
son class. The assertion map:person d2rq:class vocab:person actually creates the link between the
d2rq:ClassMap and the extracted ontology, which is part of the overall link that will be used to trans-
late between the ontology and the database. The other part of the link needed in order to perform
the translation of query languages and results sets are the assertions map:person d2rq:dataStorage
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Figure 3.11: Person d2rq:classMap
map:ThesisModel and map:person d2rq:uriPattern ”person/@@person.PersonId@@”. The first as-
sertion links this d2rq:ClassMap back to the d2rq:Database instance, map:ThesisModel, that con-
tains all of the information needed to make a connection to the database. Then with the second
assertion, the system is able to get specific information about the table that is being mapped and
its primary key.
Now that we have defined the d2rq:ClassMap, we are ready to define the d2rq:PropertyBridge.
The d2rq:PropertyBridge is the concept out of the D2RQ ontology that allows the system to map
between the individual columns and the datatype properties that were extracted from evaluating
that column. Figure 3.12 shows the mappings created between the Hobby column from the table
and the person has Hobby datatype property from the domain ontology. All d2rq:PropertyBridges
are part of some d2rq:ClassMap, just like a column is part of some table; thus, the system will create
the assertion map:person Hobby d2rq:belongsToClassMap map:person. The next property that the
Figure 3.12: Person Hobby D2RQ Mapping
system needs to assert is the d2rq:column, which specifies which table and column from the database
this property bridge is associated with. The format of this is in <table name>.<column name>,
which is required by the D2RQ Mapping specifications. Then the system will need to specify the
data type of the column with the assertion map:person Hobby d2rq:datatype xsd:string. Just as
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we saw with the extraction of the domain ontology and more specifically the datatype properties,
the system is again mapping between the SQL data types and the XML Schema data types in
order to determine what it is adding as the object of the assertion. Next, the system needs to
link this property bridge with the associated data type property in the domain ontology; this is
accomplished by using the d2rq:property as the system had also done in creating the assertions for
the class map. Finally, for completeness, the system adds a label for this property bridge and in
this case, the system is using the table name and the column name. All of the columns extracted
as a datatype property will follow the pattern that was just explained. The columns that represent
the foreign keys will have slight changes to the basic property bridge mapping that the system
created above.
For the person table we are working with a 1:1 unary relationship and the Spouse column is
the foreign key with the relationship back to the PersonID column in the same table. The creation
of the property bridge for the Spouse column is shown in Figure 3.13. In order to create this
property bridge there will be a few assertions that are different from the basic property bridge.
We start with the use of the property d2rq:refersToClassMap, which is how the system represents
Figure 3.13: Person Spouse D2RQ Mapping
foreign keys using the D2RQ mapping ontology. Since we are dealing with a unary relationship,
the object of the refersToClassMap assertion is the same as the object of the belongsToClassMap
for this property bridge. A new assertion that we have not seen before is one that contains the
property d2rq:join, which specifies the relationship between the two tables. As we have seen before
specifying the column by using the <table name>.<column name> format, the object that is part
of the join property assertion has a specific format where the foreign key column is to the left of
the ’=>’ symbol and the primary key column of the reference table is on the right. If the symbol
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is switched to ’<=’, then the location of the primary key column and foreign key column need to
switch also. Due to the fact that we are referencing the same table name on both sides of this join,
the system needs to create an alias for the table to be used with the definition of the primary key
column. This leads to the assertion with the property alias and object ”person AS person alias”,
which creates an alias for the person table that can be used in the definition of the primary key
column of the reference table on the right of the join statement. After the system has processed
this entire table, it will create the following graph representation of the mapping between relational
database objects with the extracted domain ontology concepts using the D2RQ mapping ontology
shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Person D2RQ Mapping
3.2.2.2 One-to-One Merge Relationship
Another variation of one-to-one relationship the system will process is the case where two
tables are actually representing semantically a single concept. This is the case where both tables
have the same primary key and the primary key in one of the tables is a foreign key to the other
table. Not only do these relationships need to exist but also every record in each table with its
unique id needs to match to its equivalent record in the other table. Therefore, if we have a record
in the table without the foreign key that does not have an equivalent record in the other table with
the same unique id, then these tables violate this merge relationship rule. Figure 3.15 shows the
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segment of the schema diagram where both the staff and staffdetails tables have the same primary
key and the primary key in the staffdetails tables is also a foreign key to the staff table. Then it is
up to the system to check the actual data rows to verify the second part of the rule is satisfied and
that every record in one table has a matching record in the other table with the same primary key
value.
Figure 3.15: Staff and StaffDetails Tables
Know that the system has determined that these tables meet the requirements of this rule; it
will extract the class and datatype properties to represent these two tables as a single ontological
concept. The system will not generate any object properties because it is only creating a single
class and there is no need for an object property to link multiple classes together. Figure 3.16
shows a single class that contains all of the datatype properties extracted from the staff details and
staff tables.
After extracting the ontology, the system needs to add the D2RQ Mapping assertions that
will allow the system to map the tables to the extracted class. As the system has done in the
other mapping rules, it will create a d2rq:ClassMap staff that will be associated with the staff
class from the extracted ontology. At this point, all the system needs to do is create the property
bridges for each of the datatype properties that we created during the extraction of the ontology.
The extracted properties related to the staff table’s columns (table without the foreign key) will
follow the basic property bridge creation that we have already covered. On the other hand, the
extracted properties related to the staffdetails table’s columns (table with the foreign key) will
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Figure 3.16: Staff Class in Ontology
have some slight differences that we will cover here. Figure 3.17 shows the complete mapping of
one of the columns from the staffdetails table with the slight differences that the system performs
to create the correct mapping. The first change that you might see is the fact that even though
this property bridge belongs to the staff class map the literal off the d2rq:column predicate is
actually the staffdetails table name and column name. The final difference is the fact that we have
a join even though we are mapping this to the properties within the same ontology class. The join
represents the combining of the rows from both tables into a single class; therefore, the D2R-server
needs to know how these two tables reference each other. Therefore, the system generates the string
that shows the relationship between the two tables with the prime table and primary key with the
“<=” string indicating that the right of that string contains the table and primary key that is also
the foreign key.
3.2.2.3 One-to-One Hierarchy (is-a) Relationship
Detecting the one-to-one hierarchy (is-a) relationship is a very similar rule to what we just
went over with the one-to-one merge rule. Figure 3.18 shows two tables that again have the same
primary key and one table has a foreign key that is the same as the primary key, which is the exact
same as we presented in the one-to-one merge rule. The difference is when the system is comparing
the rows of data in both tables to each other the master table, the one without the foreign key,
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Figure 3.17: Staff FirstName PropertyBridge
actually has rows that do not exist in the other table. In this case, the table with the foreign key is
Figure 3.18: Student and Graduate Student Tables
the sub table because the master table has rows of data that does not have a matching row in its
table. Therefore, the system will create a class for each table, a datatype property for each column
that is not a foreign key, and an object property and its inverse to represent the reference between
the two tables. Figure 3.19 shows a segment of the extracted ontology that contains all of the
classes and properties associated with the tables and columns. Not only does the system need to
create those properties it also adds the statement that graduate student class is an owl:subClassOf
the student class in order to represent the is-a relationship within the extracted ontology, which
is presented in Figure 3.20. Finally, the system needs to create the D2RQ statements again to
map from the relational database concepts to the ontology concepts. As we have seen before, the
majority of the mappings are the same in regards to the class maps to classes and basic columns
(non-foreign keys) to the datatype properties. The only case that the system needs to handle is
the foreign key, which we have seen before using the d2rq:join predicate to show the relationship
between the two tables. In this case, there is no need for an alias since the tables are not the same
and we are showing this in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.19: Student and Graduate Student Class in Ontology
Figure 3.20: Student and Graduate Student Class Hierarchy
Figure 3.21: Graduate Student Foreign Key D2RQ Mapping
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3.2.2.4 One-to-One Relationship
Now that the system has processed all of the special cases of the one-to-one relationships, the
system will apply this basic rule to any one-to-one binary relationships left of this type as shown
in Figure 3.22. In this case, we have a one-to-one relationship except for the fact that the foreign
key is not the same as the primary key in the referencing table. The system produces a class for
Figure 3.22: Building and Address Tables
each table, datatype properties for any column that is not a primary key, and an object property
for the foreign key column along with its inverse object property. All of this has been seen before
in the other mapping rules and is shown again in Figure 3.23 for completeness. After the system
has extracted all of the ontological concepts from the tables and columns, it needs to complete
the process of creating the D2RQ statements to link the relational database components to the
ontology components. Since in the past examples we have covered examples of what the basic
mapping between a d2rq:ClassMap and an ontology class and between d2rq:PropertyBridge and
properties, there are no new exceptions and the system will generate the appropriate RDF triples
for this mapping.
3.2.2.5 One-to-Many Lookup Relationship
The system also looks at evaluating different versions of the one-to-many relationships that
occur within a database. It starts out by scanning the schema in order to locate one-to-many
relationships that involve a lookup table. The system starts by evaluating the tables that are
referenced by the foreign keys that have not been evaluated up to this point. Once the system
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Figure 3.23: Building and Address Class in Ontology
has collected the tables that have not been processed, the next thing to look at is if the tables
have only one other column besides the primary key and the table contains a distinct list of values
without any repeats. With all of these conditions met, we have found lookup tables and Figure
3.24 show examples of what the system would be able to locate. The semantic information that
we are looking at gathering from this type of table is the actual column that is providing the true
values for the attribute and not the primary key that is just a unique value. In this case, we want
to take the tables represented in a normal form and actually merge the non-primary key column
from the reference table, lookup table, into the same class that we are extracting from the table
containing the foreign key. This is a similar process of denormalizing the tables, but the system
is performing this denormalization with the creation of the mapping, the ontology class, and the
class’s properties. Therefore, the territories table will be extracted as a territories class with all
of its non-foreign key columns as datatype properties and for each lookup table’s non-primary key
column, RegionDescription and StateName, add a datatype property for that column. Figure 3.25
shows the territories class and datatype properties that were extracted.
Continuing to follow the pattern of extracting the ontology and then creating the D2RQ
assertions needed to map the table and column to the ontology and properties, the system will
create the needed class map and property bridges needed to express the three tables as a single
class. Figure 3.26 show a graph representing the resulting RDF triples created by the system. In
this example, the two items that we need to focus on is the creation of the property bridges for
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Figure 3.24: Territories Table
Figure 3.25: Territories Class in Ontology
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the two foreign key columns replaced with the lookup table’s columns. As you can see, they both
Figure 3.26: Territories D2RQ Mapping
require the use of the join that provides the information to the D2R server how to resolve the
relationship between the tables and where to get the values to populate the data for the associated
domain ontology’s datatype property.
3.2.2.6 One-to-Many Unary Relationship
One of the simplest versions of the one-to-many relationship for the system to evaluate is
the unary relationship. This is very similar to the one-to-one unary relationship that we have
already covered in a previous section. Figure 3.27 shows an example of the one-to-many unary
relationship that will be presented throughout the explanation of this mapping rule. The difference
the system performs in processing this table from the one-to-one unary relationship is that we are
dealing with a relationship between the table and the reference table that is not symmetric. For
example, in the employees table you would have an employee who reports to an employee that is
their boss, but their boss does not just manage that one employee. This could happen that they
only have one employee to manage, but the majority of the time they will actually have multiple
employees that they manage. Therefore, the system has created two object properties that are
the inverse of each other. Unfortunately the name of the object property created by the system
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Figure 3.27: Employees Table
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for the inverse represents the correct semantic meaning that we are wanting, but the words used
might be hard to read to really determine exactly what we are trying to convey in this example as
shown in Figure 3.28. The object property that represents the foreign key to the primary key is the
Figure 3.28: Employees Ontology
relation employees has ReportsTo, which is saying that an employee A reports to another employee
B (more than likely a manager type of role). The inverse object property created using the words
that the system have taken from the table name and column name produces the object property
ReportsTo has employees, which is stating that employee B has many employees that report to
him or her due to this being a one-to-many relationship. The ontology is representing the correct
semantic meaning of this type of relationship, but the words selected to create the name of the
object property that is the owl:inverseOf could be improved on.
The system generated D2RQ mapping for this type of relationship does not have any new
areas that have not been previously covered. Just like what has been shown in other sections, the
table to class is linked using a class map and the column to properties are linked by property bridge
with the exception that the property bridge that is expressing the foreign key relationship also has
the join statements that have also been shown above. Not forgetting to mention that since this is
an unary relationship the system uses the alias component of the D2RQ mapping language as was
done on the one-to-one unary relationship implementation also.
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3.2.2.7 One-to-Many Relationship
This leads the system to discovering, extracting, and mapping the basic version of the one-to-
many relationship that does not involve a lookup table or the relationship does not have a degree
that is unary. Figure 3.29 presents a basic one-to-many relationship showing how the system
generates the correct extracted ontology and D2RQ mapping. In this simple example, we just
have a foreign key in one table with a reference to the other table. In order to detect that this is
a one-to-many relationship verses a one-to-one relationship, is the fact that we can evaluate the
data and see that there are actually multiple records in the orders table that reference the same
customers record. Figure 3.30 presents the extracted ontology components for both the orders and
Figure 3.29: Customers and Orders Tables
customers table. Again, the system will create an object property that represents the foreign key
column that references the other table and the system creates another object property that is its
inverse. The rest of the columns processed by the system from these tables are represented as
datatype properties within these classes in the extracted ontology.
After getting the two columns represented in the ontology, the system needs to finish the rule
for processing one-to-many relationships by generating the D2RQ mapping statements. A majority
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Figure 3.30: Customers and Orders in Ontology
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of the D2RQ mapping instances created to complete this part of the rule have been covered in
previous sections. In Figure 3.31, we show the property bridge that represents the foreign key and
how it links the two class maps together. As you can see, the system utilizes the d2rq:join predicate
again to define the SQL relationship, then uses the d2rq:belongsToClassMap predicate to represent
which class map the property bridge is part of and the d2rq:refersToClassMap to represent the
referencing class map. This is all very similar to how we represent the tables and foreign key
relationships within the database.
Figure 3.31: Customers and Orders D2RQ Mapping
3.2.2.8 Many-to-Many Xref Relationship
Many-to-many relationship is the last relationship that will be covered that the system uses
to map the tables to the extracted ontology. There are two types of many-to-many relationships and
we will start out with the first one, which is the junction table or cross-reference table (sometimes
denoted Xref). The cross-reference table provides the capability for creating a relationship between
two tables where you can have a record from table A that has many rows within table B, and having
a row in table B that has many rows within table A. This is accomplished by having the primary
keys of both tables represented in the cross-reference table as foreign keys and that they are all
part of the cross-reference table’s primary key.
In the example presented in Figure 3.32, we have the case that for each row that represents
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an employee within the employees table, that employee can have multiple territories. At the same
time for each row in the territories table that represents a specific territory, it can have multiple
employees that work that same territory by having multiple rows in the cross-reference table that
has a relationship to different employees.
Now that we have seen how the many-to-many relationship is represented within a database
schema, we can look how that same concept will be expressed in an ontology. In the domain
ontology we will express the cross-reference table and the two tables that it has a relationship
with as the two classes, one for each referenced table, with an object property between them. An
important fact to talk about the object property that is created between the two classes is the
fact that there are no minimal cardinality restrictions since we want to allow the ability to relate
many employees to many territories. The system recognizes that we have this situation of a many-
to-many cross-reference table by examining the cross-reference table, realizing that it is made up
of only foreign keys, and that all of the columns in the table are part of its primary key as we
saw above. Then the system extracts the domain ontology concepts that are presented in Figure
3.33, based off the evaluation of the tables. As you can see we have the two object properties
listed that are inverses of each other and they do not have any cardinality restrictions on them,
thus supporting the many-to-many relationship between these two classes as was dictated by the
cross-reference table. The reset of the columns will be processed by the rest of the rules that either
have been covered or will be covered.
After generating the domain ontology components the system is ready to create the necessary
statements to map the database concepts to the ontology concepts. The system creates two class
maps for each of the non-cross-reference tables following the same principles that we have already
discussed. The new mapping concept that we want to show is the mapping of the cross-reference
table as a property bridge, which is presented in Figure 3.34. In this property bridge, the new
concept to cover is that the system will represent the foreign keys as literals of the d2rq:join
property, which we have seen before except that we have multiple joins due to the fact that we have
multiple foreign keys. The system adds this property bridge to the class that represents the table
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Figure 3.32: Employees and Terriroties Tables
Figure 3.33: Employees and Terriroties Classes in Ontology
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Figure 3.34: Employees and Territories D2RQ mapping
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from the first foreign key within the cross-reference by using the d2rq:belongsToClassMap that we
have already seen. In addition, the system adds the statement that uses the d2rq:refersToClassMap
in order to link to the other class map that represents the other table referenced by the other cross-
reference table.
3.2.2.9 Many-to-Many XrefPlus Relationship
A cross-reference table that has similar attributes that we have discussed except that it also
contains other attributes that are not part of the primary key represents another type of many-
to-many relationship. The example presented in Figure 3.35, the orders and products tables are
linked together by the cross-reference table stating that orders can have multiple products and
products can have multiple orders. Having some other columns that are not part of the primary
keys or foreign keys allows for specific information between the records of the orders and products
to be placed here. For example, we could have a baseball as a product within the products table
and one employee is able to sell that baseball product for the unit price of $2.50, quantity of 100,
and discount of 0.10 (10%) and that same baseball product can be sold by another employee for
the unit price of $1.00, quantity of 1,000, and discount of 0.40 (40%). This is a good example of
database normalization, which the system needs to be able to process and extract the ontology.
With this extra information contained in the cross reference table the system needs to repre-
sent each table as a class within the extracted domain ontology, since we are unable to determine
what class or table the extract attributes should be applied to. Therefore, for this example, the
system will generate the following classes, object properties, and datatype properties presented in
Figure 3.36. As you can see everything that is generated should be familiar by now, since there is
nothing new that we have not already covered related to the classes, object properties, and datatype
properties.
As with every rule, the system generates the D2RQ Mappings relating the database concepts
to the extracted domain ontology concepts. Figure 3.37 presents the resulting mappings that the
system generates for the example that we have been looking at. Just as we saw with the statements
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Figure 3.35: Order Details Table
Figure 3.36: Order Details Ontology
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that are created for the extract ontology, the statements that are generated for the mapping should
look familiar by now, since there is nothing new that we have not already covered. The system will
generate the correct class maps, class properties and the relationships between the two.
Figure 3.37: Order Details D2RQ Mapping
3.2.2.10 Table With No Relationship
Once the system has applied all of the mapping rules defined above including the Knowledge
Based Alignment to extract domain ontology and produce the D2RQ Mapping statements. The
final mapping rule to be performed by the system is for any remaining tables and/or columns that
have not yet been processed. All of the D2RQ mappings and ontology concepts that are created
by the system for this rule have been covered in previous sections. The system processes these
remaining tables by creating an ontology class that represents each table and remaining columns
by creating a datatype property that represents each column. The columns that are also primary
key(s) will have the owl:keys predicate applied as we described in earlier sections.
3.2.3 Knowledge Based Alignment
The goal of this system and other systems is to ontologically represent the information con-
tained within a structured database and expose that in a Semantic Web application. Since there
is this growing amount of structured data that has been manually aligned with domain ontologies,
it seems only natural to take advantage of this aligned data when extracting domain ontology
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from a structured database. Some related work has been done in this area by [29][32] in creating
Wikitology and this will be covered in the related work section. Therefore, we added this mapping
rule to the system in order to utilize existing knowledge bases to align the columns that have not
been processed to this point to existing ontological concepts. The system will focus on utilizing the
DBpedia knowledge base to align concepts from the columns to the DBpedia ontology concepts.
DBpedia knowledge base represents the extracted structured information from Wikipedia as
ontological concepts within its own ontology. The DBpedia ontology is made up of other domain
ontologies in order to better align the information that it has extracted from Wikipedia; for instance,
it includes the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) ontology and Geo spatial (GEO) ontology. DBpedia
is also linked to many other knowledge bases that are there like Yet Another Global Ontology
(YAGO), Cyc, Freebase, CIA Factbook, and many more that can be found on their web site1 .
DBpedia knowledge base currently classifies 1.67 million things to its ontology, out of which it
includes 364,000 persons, 462,000 places, and 148,000 organizations [15]. These classifications will
be utilized in the alignment of the database this system is processing and demonstrate that having
a knowledge base will further improve the overall extracted domain ontology because the ontology
concepts within the knowledge base have been created by Ontologies and/or domain experts.
The system begins by applying an algorithm that utilizes DBpedia Search2 and DBpedia
SPARQL3 services to all the columns that have not been processed by the above mapping rules
in order to align these database concepts to existing ontology concepts in the DBpedia ontology.
The algorithm starts off by having a set of columns that need to be processed and the first step
it needs to perform is to query the database to get the top 1,000 distinct data values for that
column and their frequency. The frequency will be added later to the overall score for the ontol-
ogy class that is recommended based on this data value. The system will create a search request
for the segmented column name and for each of the data values for this column with the fac-
tor of the search request set to the value of the frequency of the data value. Then each search
1 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads36
2 http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/KeywordSearch
3 http://dbpedia.org/sparql
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request is processed by the DBpedia Search service and will return a XML based response con-
tains an array of results ordered by the refcount, which will be used in the overall score of the
recommended class. An example of using the search service is shown in Figure 3.38, where we
used ’http://lookup.dbpedia.org/api/search.asmx/KeywordSearch?QueryString=Colorado’ as the
search request. Once the system receives the XML response, it extracts the classes and the refcount
for the overall results is assigned for each class within that single result. Each search request has a
single search response, where each search response contains an array of results and that array can
contains N results. Therefore, if we have M search requests then we have M*N search results for
a single column. This information is sent to another algorithm, called MaxScore, which returns a
class recommendation for the overall column based on the search results that were collected.
The MaxScore algorithm begins by processing the search results and consolidating the collec-
tion by the class’s URI. If the class is represented in multiple results, then the refcount associated
with each result is added to the overall frequency of that class. After the system has consolidated
all of the classes given by the search results to a set of classes with a frequency, the system will
normalize the frequency between [0, 1] and assign that as the overall score for that class. The
system is ready to sort the set of classes by their score from highest to lowest, with the goal to look
for the most specific class that has the highest score. Since we are dealing with an ontology that
has a taxonomy that contains generalization to specialization relationships, the classes that are
more generalized have a higher score since they are more frequent. Therefore, the system needs to
traverse the hierarchy in order to get the most specific ontological class that represents this table;
which the system uses the DBpedia SPARQL service to traverse the hierarchy by using ’SELECT
* WHERE <class[i+1].getURI>rdfs:subClassOf <class[i].getURI> . SPARQL query. The result
from this query will either be a zero for false or a 1 for true. If the result is true, then the system
will increase the counter by one and check the next class with the last class that was a sub class.
This will continue until the result comes back as false, which will indicate that the class[i] is the
recommended class to return. If the set of classes only contains a single class, then that will be the
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Figure 3.38: DBpedia Search Service Example
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one that is returned.
Frequency(class) =
∑
Result RefCount+ factor (3.1)
Score(class) = Frequency(class)/Frequency(owl : Thing) (3.2)
Once the recommended class is returned from the MaxScore algorithm, it will be evaluated
with two heuristics to increase the overall precision of this algorithm:
• The score(class) has to be greater than 0.84
• The Frequency(class) has to be greater than 3000
These two heuristics will increase the precision to the point that we eliminate the majority of the
false positives. We would rather have the system have more false negatives and miss correctly
aligning to existing ontology classes, than to deal with aligning incorrectly to existing ontology
classes and having a user determine which alignments are actually false positives. Otherwise, we
are defeating one of the purposes of this system, which is to provide a semi-automatic tool that
will extract a meaningful ontology from a structured database. Also, if the user was spending
time to verify the true positives and remove the false positives, this would also defeat the goal of
this tool which is to provide a reliable system that people would want to use. Once the system
has a recommended class for the column, it will create a datatype property that will have the
recommended class as its domain along with the class for the column.
This mapping rule was a first attempt at utilizing existing knowledge bases to build more
meaningful ontologies by taking advantage of already aligned instance data, ontology classes, and
ontology properties. There were many good lessons learned during the development of this compo-
nent of the mapping rules and in the future work section we will expand on some of my thoughts
for improvements.
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3.3 Application Execution
The entire application is comprised of multiple components in order to provide the capability
of semi-automatically exposing a non-RDF data source as a virtual RDF graph and extracting the
domain ontology. We begin with the ontology extractor component that receives the connection
information for the database that wants to expose as RDF, which can be sent through the client
displayed in Figure 3.39 or through a service call. Besides just the connection information, the
request can also be given the location to output the D2RQ mapping and extracted domain Ontol-
ogy. Typically, the D2RQ mapping file would be placed in the same directory as the D2R-server
and the domain ontology would be located within a Web Application Archive (WAR) file that will
allow the ontology to be accessed by other systems. D2R-server is one of those components that
Figure 3.39: System Client
need access to the domain ontology in order for its engine to be able to translate the SPARQL
queries to SQL queries and database result set to RDF triples. As explained in the architecture
the ontology extractor connects to the database, represents the metadata as in memory graph,
and applies the mapping rules that were presented earlier to the metadata and instance data of
the database. The D2RQ mapping and extracted domain ontology are both created in their own
Jena knowledge store and written out to their defined locations in N3 and OWL RDF/XML for-
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mats respectively. Figure 3.40 presents a portion of the RDF triples that make up the extracted
domain ontology for the Northwind database, which is being hosted by a web application running
on Tomcat web server. Once the extracted ontology is available through the web application, the
D2RQ engine will be able to use the D2RQ mapping and the available ontology to perform the
SPARQL request passed to the D2R server through the SPARQL client. Besides the SPARQL
client, a user can also query the virtual RDF graph of the database through Linked Data clients
or even HTML browser. Figure 3.41 shows how you can execute SPARQL queries against the
system, retrieve information from the database, and have it presented in RDF triples instead of
rows from a database. The client also shows how the SPARQL query is in terms of the extracted
domain ontology and not tables and columns from the database. The vocab namespace is refer-
encing the extracted domain ontology being hosted on the web server, which in this example is
http://localhost:8780/ontology/NorthwindModelOntology#. We now have an end-to-end system
that provides the capabilities to present the database as Linked Data to the Semantic Web.
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Figure 3.40: Northwind Domain Ontology
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Figure 3.41: SPARQL Client
Chapter 4
Related Work
4.1 Mapping Rules
A lot of research work has been performed on the topic of extracting ontological concepts
from a relational database. Not one of the research papers that we found had a system that covered
all of the different types of relationships in order to extract domain ontology or created the domain
ontology using the latest language feature of OWL2. In addition, none of the systems covered in
the previous research provide a D2RQ mapping between the database and the extracted ontology
or presented the data as a virtual RDF-graph.
First, in [27] research, they evaluate the schema and relationships within a database to extract
domain ontology. The rules for extracting the ontology are not explained well and do not cover
all the possible relationship types and degrees. Therefore, this thesis expands on this work by
implementing the one-to-one unary, any of the many-to-many relationships, and the one-to-Many
unary and lookup relationships. The explanation of the differences between the one-to-one merge
vs. hierarchy relationship is not covered well and what the resulting ontology concept that is
extracted is not explained well. This thesis expands on this work by covering how properties are
inverses of each other, the different types of properties that can be created like functional, inverse
functional, symmetric, etc. and where they are applied in the extraction of the ontology.
The [3] research is proposing rules for extracting ontology and instance data from relational
database. Unfortunately, this does not work with legacy systems with existing applications that
are still interacting with it and that are providing new or updated data. The problem that occurs
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in this situation is the relational database can become out of sync with the translated instance data
that is now in RDF form, because the RDF triples are not being updated. This thesis expands on
this work by implementing the one-to-many relationships that are binary, unary, or lookup tables.
In addition, their primary key rule states to use only inverse function property, which is partially
correct. It is better to include functional property and the cardinality should be set to one instead
of having the min cardinality set to one, which was covered in the previous sections. Otherwise,
you can have a single id that is representing two records that are different and that is not the goal
of the primary key constraint.
In [1] research it does a good job of converting most of the relationships, but this thesis
expands on this work by implementing the one-to-many, one-to-many lookup, and one-to-one unary
relationships. In addition, the way they handle the primary key is incomplete, it should include
the inverse functional property also as we have explained in previous section.
The [46] research treats tables as individuals and does not consider the relationship constraints
provided within the schema of the database. It takes the individual table, creates mini-ontology,
and then goes through the process of merging the mini-ontology with the domain ontology until all
of the tables have been processed.
In [41] and [28] research, only the one-to-one merge, one-to-one hierarchy, and many-to-many
relationships are covered in these papers and the rest of the relationships will be covered by the
work done in this thesis. None of the relationships were covered completely and it was missing
how to determine when you have merged vs. hierarchy relationship. If you follow the definitions of
those rules, the resulting ontology is incorrect due to classes that will be created that should not.
This thesis also expands on this work by covering function, inverse functional, or symmetric types
of properties. In addition, this work will be expanded on by explaining how to create the object
and datatype properties for primary keys and columns. Overall, there are many concepts that this
thesis has expanded on in order to extract a meaningful ontology.
The research [39] assumes all one-to-one relationships are represented as hierarchy relation-
ships, which we have shown in this thesis to not be true. In addition, all columns, including primary
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keys, are mapped to datatype properties and it does not talk about the fact that a primary key is
actually more than just a datatype property as we have already seen. This thesis expands on this
work by handling all the other types of relationships and the other property types not covered in
this research.
This thesis expands on all of the research above by producing a mapping between the database
and the extracted domain ontology. In addition, this thesis creates an ontology that utilizes the
keys and other OWL2 features.
In [14] research it covers tables that have relationships of many-to-many and one-to-one,
and it always assumes that the one-to-one relationships represent a hierarchy when producing the
domain ontology. This thesis expands on this work by covering the other relationships types that
they have not covered and the different types of ontology properties. Finally, we expand this
research by covering the restrictions that are applied to the properties that we have presented in
earlier sections of this thesis. However, the system produces a mapping between the relational
database and extracted ontology. The mapping language that is uses is R20 [5], which is a good
mapping language but is not recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The W3C
has recognized the importance of mapping relational databases to the Semantic Web by starting
the RDB2RDF group. The goal of this group is to come up with a standard mapping language that
can be used by all programs to map between relational databases and ontologies. The group has
a working draft of the new standard as of October 2010 called RDB to RDF Mapping Language
(R2RML). This mapping language is based off the D2RQ Mapping language that was used in
the application developed for my research. The R2RML language is still in its infancy stage and
the ontology has yet been published, which is the reason that it was not used in the application
developed for my research.
Lastly, a few researchers create systems that translate the data, extract specially designed
views, and/or provide a manual mapping of the ontology. All of these [42] [43] [26] [4] [9] [10]
researchers describe situations that will not scale when dealing with a large amount of databases
and/or large databases in general. Having a manual process will not be cost effective due to the
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amount of time that it takes to map the database to the ontology. In addition, as we have stated
before translating the data is not an optimal solution because it added overhead in trying to keep
the data in sync as other systems continue to work with the relational databases.
4.2 Knowledge Base
The previous work done that utilizes DBpedia as a knowledge base (KB) in order to align
relational database concepts to ontology concepts is based off the work done around Wikitology.
The work done around Wikitology uses DBpedia as linked data and the Wikitology KB that is
a hybrid of structured and unstructured information extracted from Wikipedia. This knowledge
base is also augmented with structured information from DBpedia, Freebase, WordNet, and Yago
[31] [32] [21] [20] [43]. What was taken from the work done around Wikitology is the concept of
aligning data to an existing ontology using a KB. That is where we looked at using the DBpedia
as my knowledge base and utilizing its services in the algorithm to determine alignments. The
algorithm presented in the Knowledge base section above, is much different from the algorithms
done in Wikitology. The algorithms in Wikitology have performance issues and suffer from the
sparse matrix that is generated in determining the class label for the column. The approach taken
above eliminates the need for creating and processing the sparse matrix. The way that the results
are scored are completely different due to the fact that they are querying against the Wikitology KB
and more specifically many of the fields within Wikipedia, where the algorithm discussed within this
application is focused on DBpedia. There also has been previous work done on ontology matching
utilizing information retrieval. These [36] [30] [35] [25] have all done work around using information
retrieval concepts to help align to an ontology, either by utilizing a tool like Lucene to perform
the indexing or implementing their own indexing using term frequency inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF).
Chapter 5
Evaluation
The goal of this research is to develop an architecture that semi-automatically extracts a
meaningful ontology in a timely manner that can scale to handle large databases and expose the
database as virtual RDF graph by mapping the database to the extracted domain ontology. The first
goal is to extract meaningful domain ontology and D2RQ mapping RDF triples that map database
to domain ontology. For an Ontologist or domain expert to create both the domain ontology
and D2RQ mapping file for even a small database would take hours if not days. Executing the
application that has been presented in this research against different sized databases is well below a
second to process. This is a substantial savings in time and effort in creating the domain ontology
and D2RQ mapping that no Ontologist or domain expert could create the domain ontology and
D2RQ mapping in the same amount of time. Figure 5.1 shows the timing for the application without
the use of the DBpedia KB to execute thirty experiments against each database. Each experiment
will evaluate the database, apply the mapping rules, extract domain ontology, and D2RQ mapping
rules. The average for the Northwind database is 0.762 seconds, Thesis database is 0.654 seconds,
ISWC database is 0.719 seconds, and ACUMEN is 24.263 seconds (not shown). The characteristics
of the different databases are presented in Table 5.1 below. Looking at the average time and the
number of tables that are being processed, we can see in Figure 5.2 that it is a linear increase
in time as the number of tables increase. In addition, if we compare the performance related to
number of columns that are processed, we can see in Figure 5.3 that it is also a linear increase in
time as the number of columns within the database are processed. Finally, we can see if Figure 5.4
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Figure 5.1: Application Execution Timing
Table 5.1: Database Specifications
Database Table Count Reference Count
Northwind 15 13
Thesis 12 7
ISWC 9 11
ACUMEN 667 12
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that it is also linear increase in time as the size of the databases increase. These all demonstrates
that the system will be able to handle processing large databases in a short amount of time and
thus solve the scalability issue. When trying to compare systems, the majority of the existing
Figure 5.2: Application Performance
research on mapping rules did not provide any experiment results. They were just explaining what
a system might do to extract domain ontology from a relational database. They all seemed to have
the same minimal schema to describe the different relationships that they wanted to cover in their
research. We took all of these different database schema definitions and compiled a new database,
called Thesis, which would represent all of the different relationship types. Then we expanded the
Thesis database to include the different types of relationships that the other researchers did not
cover. Even though we were able to replicate the schema and add data to all of the tables, the
other research had no results that we could compare. Therefore, we were unable to perform any
data-driven evaluation, which is an ontology evaluation technique that takes the extracted ontology
and D2RQ mapping of a database and compares that with what other systems produce [7].
The mapping rule that utilizes the DBpedia KB as an existing knowledge base was not
included in the metrics above, due to the fact that it causes the system to slow down because of
the use of the two web services. Even though this rule causes a performance hit on the system,
the system will still outperform any manual extraction of the domain ontology and creation of the
D2RQ mapping file. The system including this rule took three minutes and fourteen seconds to
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Figure 5.3: Application Performance
Figure 5.4: Application Performance
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process the fifteen tables in the Northwind database. Again, this is much slower than the average
0.762 seconds that it took without this rule, but it is still much faster than a day or two that
it would take an Ontologist to create. Moreover, adding this rule allows the system to align to
existing ontology concepts, which is a time consuming process for the machine but even more for
a person.
The final evaluation presented is the Application-Based Evaluation that is the evaluation
of the system based on how well the product, domain ontology and D2RQ mapping, help an
application perform a task [7]. In the case of my research, the application not only produces the
domain ontology and D2RQ mappings, but also exposes it as linked data. Thus, allowing the user
to use the systems SPARQL query service to get interesting results. This evaluation will examine
the ontologies that are created by D2RQ generate service and by the application that has been
presented in this research.
Look at the one-to-one merge relationship, where the two tables share the same primary key
and one of the tables has its primary key as the foreign key to the other table. In the Thesis
database, the example tables that we have that represent this case are the Staff and Staff Details
tables. Not only do they have the reference constraints, but also they satisfy the constraint that
every record in one table has an equal record in the other. When we use the D2RQ mapping
generator to generate the mapping for the database and launch the D2R server using the generated
mapping we can see in Figure 5.5 that the D2RQ mapping generator just performs the mapping of
a table to class and columns to properties and does not consider the type of relationships between
the tables. In addition, the D2RQ mapping generator does not extract a domain ontology that
can be modified by a domain expert or Ontologist. As you can see we would have to make a very
complicated SPARQL query in order to pull back all of the information on this person, otherwise
we have to click on the link that is circled to get the other information from the StaffDetails
ontology class. On the other hand, in the domain ontology and D2RQ mapping file generated by
the application covered by this research, we can see that it does consider the type of relationship
that links the tables together in order to build a more meaningful ontology. Figure 5.6 demonstrates
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Figure 5.5: Staff - StaffDetails D2RQ Generated Ontology
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that we have the same SPAQL query requesting to get all of the information on resource 1 from the
staff ontology class. As you can see, we do not have to look at the StaffDetails ontology class, since
the system has recognized that this information should be merged into a single ontology concept
called Staff. Now with the single Staff ontology concept we can get all of the information about
that person with a single SPARQL query and the concept is organized better within the extracted
domain ontology.
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Figure 5.6: Staff - StaffDetails Application Generated Ontology
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This system extracts domain ontology and D2RQ mapping RDF triples that map between
the extracted ontology and the database. In addition, the extracted domain ontology contains
a hierarchical taxonomy, which is better than a taxonomy that represents the database scheme
without any hierarchy. This is still a long ways away from what a true Ontologist would produce,
but does provided a better starting point in a short amount of time. We believe the time it takes
to create a domain ontology manually is a big factor in why the use of ontologies and the semantic
web has not taken off. To have a system that can produce a meaningful ontology against large-scale
databases in a relatively short amount of time increases the chance that more legacy databases will
be exposed to the Semantic Web. Continued research in this area of extracting and aligning of
ontologies will increase the use of it in the business world. The use of the Semantic Web technology
and specifically this type of capability is becoming more important in our industry.
The use of existing knowledge bases that contain instance data aligned to ontology seems to
be a valid area for continued research. This system was able to align the column data to persons,
places, and organizations classes within the DBpedia ontology because it already had a knowledge
base that contained many instance data that were already aligned to compare. DBpedia provided
an information retrieval ability to search for potential ontology classes given a bag of words is a
great feature to have for alignment. This could lead to other ways to use information retrieval
when dealing with alignment, which will be discussed in the future work section. DBpedia search
capability does lack in the fact that it does not align directly towards properties, which is a better
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fit for columns. You might try seeing what potential class match you have and then see if one of
the properties actually matches to the column that you are representing by evaluating properties
that have the class as their domain.
Overall, the system achieved its goals of being able to produce a meaningful ontology within
a short amount of time for relational databases. It gives people the ability to expose their existing
databases to the Semantic Web. In addition, it allows them to create another ontology that might
include these newly exposed ontologies. The ability to combined ontologies of different systems
puts us much closer to achieving the goal of representing the entire domain for a project with a
single representation.
Chapter 7
Future Work
This thesis’s research has exposed several areas, which should be examined to provide poten-
tial future enhancements. Start by looking at what DBpedia provided through its search capability,
where it was only returning suggestions of the classes that match the key terms that were in the
query request. Having the ability to search for properties by key terms would be a huge improve-
ment to the DBpedia Search service. If you were able to do that for the columns instead of getting
potential classes, then you could group the columns together by the domains of the properties that
are returned. You could also look at using the information retrieval concept on existing ontologies
published on the web or that other organizations have created that you want to align with. These
other organizations might have a domain specific ontology not covered by DBpedia or that was
created by an Ontologist that your project specifically wants to align with. You could look towards
using Lucene or Solr to index the specific domain ontology and then perform the same algorithms
that are used in this system to align towards that ontology.
Another area to look at is if having multiple knowledge bases or having a different knowledge
base than DBpedia would provide better coverage and results of aligning to an existing ontology,
thus making the overall extracted ontology more meaningful. There are many knowledge bases
out there, but you might have to create the Search and SPARQL services that were implemented
by DBpedia for the other knowledge bases, if you wanted to continue to use the same algorithms
presented in my research.
Besides looking at how to improve or expand on the knowledge base portion of the application,
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we could look at how to expand the capabilities of the rest of the mapping rules that focused on
the schema structure, data, and relationships. if the system has no relationships defined in the
schema, could you actually evaluate the columns that contain distinct values only and see if they
might be a potential key? This would be an interesting area to see if you could even determine the
relationships, which is a hard problem if the id generator for all of the columns keys starts out with
the same value. In that case, you could have multiple columns in different tables that all seem to
have relationships with each other when they actually do not.
Final area of improvement that might help with the alignment to existing domain ontologies
is to use Entity Extraction for columns that contain unstructured data and not just tokenizing
them. Could having more information on what type of entities are present in the unstructured
data values help in determining what the overall table to class alignment would be and for the
surrounding columns to properties? This would be another interesting area to perform further
research on and see what possibilities there are for increasing the precision of the alignment.
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